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• Human Factors  

• Case Studies  

• Best Practices  

• Recommendations  
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The Deliverables 

Best practices Recommendations Dissemination 



How do we determine best 

practices? 

• Well, what is being attempted? 
– Is that stuff working? 

– If not, we need to go back to the drawing board 

– If so, we need to disseminate successful methods 
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MAX1 Survey 

• 500 responses (well, technically 499) as of 
June 22, 2015 

• Circulated to general maritime community 
and through shipowners 

– Intended audience: all maritime applicable, 
particular emphasis on E/R crews and others with 
OWS operational experience 

– Possible future avenues: unions and seafarer’s 
organizations 

• Anonymity 















MAX1 Survey (2015) average:    20% 

2011 average among maritime industry: 28% 



Which of the following statements describe your personal opinion regarding MARPOL Annex I compliance on 

board ships today? (you may select more than one) 

Answer Options 
Response 

Percent 

Response 

Count 

Most Owners do the right thing 44.0% 189 

Today ship’s crews are doing a good job and know what they are doing 43.7% 188 

Very few ship’s crews are deliberate polluters, but there is noncompliance as a result of lack of knowledge 40.2% 173 

MARPOL Annex I is something the industry should be proud of and has reduced pollution to a very significant extent 37.2% 160 

Only a few bad apples do not follow MARPOL Annex I requirements 36.3% 156 

The industry needs to do a better job at coming up with technical and human factors solutions 35.8% 154 

Ship’s crews are starting to get the message regarding MARPOL Annex I compliance 33.7% 145 

Most Owners want to do the right thing, but they have not been able to get their hands around the problem 24.4% 105 

Civil fines instead of criminal prosecution makes more sense 19.8% 85 

Criminal prosecution is a proper way to enforce MARPOL Annex I 18.4% 79 

Ship's crews are not being given the right guidance on the application of MARPOL Annex I 17.4% 75 

Whistleblowing has become a cottage industry 13.0% 56 

Whistleblowers are mostly honest crew members 10.9% 47 

There are too many MARPOL Annex I regulations 9.1% 39 

Other (please specify) 7.2% 31 

Many Owners continue to encourage their crews to only pay lip service to MARPOL Annex I 6.0% 26 

Most Owners simply do not care 4.9% 21 

Ship’s crews have no clue what they are doing 4.0% 17 

Nobody knows what is really going on, me included 3.0% 13 

MARPOL Annex I is broken 2.1% 9 



Other (please specify) 

I recommend more training for ship crewmembers. 

I think any regulations including MARPOL  does not care about environment. They just try to make profit for environmental machinery makers. 

The equipment speciations for OWS, under MEPC107(49) or MEPC 60(33) are not in line with the actual conditions that prevail in the ship. The equipments design 

ahs to improve vastly to enable ships to meet the demands. 

The huge net of Annex 1 is too constrictive, trying to cover 500m ships to 50m yachts. Surely the only, single regulation should be, 'Do not intentionally dispose of, or 

discharge  hydrocarbons at sea'. How you deal with that is up to you. If you fail, you are in breach & liable to action. 

Owner/Operators pay for min. equipment to meet the reg's, they don't invest in a whole system approach 

my company seaspan ship management following 100% MARPOL and zero tolerance with MARPOL i am very proud for that i am keeping the sea clean 

In the over enthusiasm to encourage whistleblowing, the companies have blurred the lines between malpractices in board and troublemaking and snitching. 

They've made good progress ,but the sanctions have outpaced the technical solutions 

The main issue is not with the equipment, its due to recordkeeping accuracy 

substandard and non compliant equipment on board to manage 

The culture needs to be changed as laws are meant to be broken. Attitude and knowledge is how we protect the oceans 

The positive aspects of Marpol Annex I should be advertised 

Things that are not understood are ignored. 

More technical assistance is needed and all waste oil should be pumped ashore as a requirement before departing for sea 

Lack of funds to address the problem, a false sense of belief that what is happening onboard is 100% 

90% of OWS do not work well outside of their test environment. 

I have never seen deliberate dumping of oil or oily bilge water but I have worked for companies where this has occurred. The big fines and criminal liability is a 

powerful deterrent. 

regardless of rules and policies set in place, if someone wants to they will break and go against them. 

its only as effective as the onboard leadership 

The record keeping needs to be more efficient and user friendly. Should be digital record instead of paper record in which every u dotted I and uncrossed t is 

criticized. A more systematic organization of task onboard the vessels should be identified for easier recording. 

There is often lack of access to facilities for delivering bilge water and sludge to shore 

Many crews are doing intentional or unintentional pollution without the consent or the knowledge of their companies 

A significant training deficit for ships crews is evident 

% pollution from ships worldwide is far less than pollution from industries ashore, especially in USA. 

Crews need to be trained more to know the implications about harming environment and future for non compliance. The equipments are not a foolproof system and 

are under capacity. 

beyond their control for example not able to discharge ashore collected on board in tanks 

Some owners put CE's in a precarious position by not having a properly functioning OWS, not supporting with supply of necessary spare parts  and not disposing of 

sludge legally. When caught violating MARPOL owners are "shocked that the crew violated MARPOL 

The main problem is obselete OWS equipment onboard which MARPOL does not address properly, The vast majority of OWS installed onboard can process only 

clean FW and this together with incorrectly designed sludge/bilge segregation systems onboard is the main reason why intentional violations take place. 

None of these options necessarily reflect my opinion 



Do you have any specific suggestions to improve MARPOL Annex I regulations? 

Interesting and/or common responses: 

• Specific OWS training (by manufacturer) and use operational training 

• Improve shore facilities, reduce costs (or move burden of cost), increase speed of discharge, 

and develop relationship between ships and shore facilities 

• Too much paperwork 

• Shift responsibility (to Captain?) 

• Increase equipment capacities 

• Reduce leaks at source – run “dry” bilges 

• Ensure adequate crew size (IMO requirement?) 

• Improve OCM readings (e.g. problems with muddy water) 

• Increase holding tank capacities 

• Simplify and reduce confusion 

• “Reset the limits for overboard discharge to 50 ppm. Most oily water separators can attain 

this and, more importantly, most monitors, even those using light scatter principles, can 

reliably indicate oil content as opposed to paint, rust, and sediment within this range.” 

• Questionnaires like this! (anonymous feedback)  

 

















Which best describes your bilges: 

Answer Options 
Response 

Percent 

Response 

Count 

We have specific programs that are Owner supported that reduce bilge water production to 

an absolute minimum (we have "dry" bilges) 
59.1% 152 

We do not have specific Owner supported programs, but we do maintain a dry bilge system 14.4% 37 

We attempt to repair all leaks as quickly as possible, but do not always receive shore side 

support with regard to leak remediation and spare part supply 
13.2% 34 

I operate a new vessel that inherently does not have many leaks 25.7% 66 

I operate an aging vessel and try to minimize leaks but produce significant amounts of bilge 

liquids 
8.6% 22 

We do not manage our leaks and deal with bilge water as it occurs 0.8% 2 

Other (please specify) 3.9% 10 









Select statements you agree with regarding Oil Record Books: 

Answer Options 
Response 

Percent 

Response 

Count 

Oil Record Books generally match vessel soundings 42.8% 133 

Entries in the Oil Record Book are helpful during Port State Control inspections 41.5% 129 

I would prefer an electronic Oil Record Book with more automation 40.5% 126 

Oil Record Books do not require too much time to fill out 33.8% 105 

Oil Record Books require too much time to fill out 29.9% 93 

Entries in the Oil Record Book are used against vessels during Port State Control inspections 29.6% 92 

It is difficult get an Oil Record Book to match vessel soundings 15.8% 49 

Other 10.6% 33 

Oil Record Books are redundant because vessels keep other documentation that includes 

everything recorded in the ORB 
7.7% 24 



Do you have any suggestions to reduce paperwork? 

• Approved automated software systems (e.g. electronic ORB linked to 

automatic tank soundings) 

• All waste streams in a joint digital framework 

• Streamline and reduce redundancy (but maybe increase redundancy in 

automatic systems?) 

• A “paperwork officer” / “clerk” 

• “Waste stream paperwork can be improved but is a minor contributor to the 

total mindless mass of needless paperwork that causes what it seeks to 

prevent.” 

• “Think you are at the middle of ocean, rolling about 15 days and manual 

sounding taken and try to match with Orb. This is an ex. When u want to 

implement a documentation think you are onboard not on a desk in office.” 























To improve shipboard waste stream management, rate each approach in terms of effectiveness: 

Answer Options 
Counter-

productive 

Not 

effective 

Somewhat 

effective 

Extremely

 effective 
Not sure 

Rating 

Average 

Improve on-board training 4 5 78 242 23 1.59 

Run "dry" bilges where possible and minimize OWS operations 10 18 78 217 29 1.43 

Improve academy / maritime school training 7 14 102 197 32 1.39 

Improve OWS technologies such that OWS operation becomes less labor intensive 6 17 105 192 32 1.37 

Develop a concise and ship’s crew focused guidance document describing the obligations under 

MARPOL on a shipboard level 
5 21 137 160 29 1.28 

Require shipboard testing of OWS systems before acceptance by IMO and/or USCG (in order to test 

real world ability to reliably produce effluent <15 ppm) 
12 24 117 168 31 1.25 

Develop methodology that holds equipment suppliers more directly responsible 15 45 127 128 37 1.05 

Perform formal human factors studies 10 38 134 120 50 1.03 

Automate waste stream management records through a shipboard plan maintenance system that 

automatically date stamps entries 
10 47 128 121 46 1.02 

Automate ORB entries (with automatic date stamped entries) 20 38 112 127 55 0.98 

Increased use of systems for logging OWS malfunctions, problems or uncertainties 18 50 133 115 36 0.98 

De-couple owner/manager responsibilities from crew responsibilities (in other words, a crew member 

cannot be penalized by the Owner for publicly stating that a shipboard waste stream management 

system is inoperative) 

26 46 123 102 55 0.86 

Require more security seals (i.e. tags) 26 76 135 77 38 0.75 

Provide (modest) rewards for crew members reporting operational waste stream management problems 

(with official reports supplied) 
41 60 134 82 35 0.73 

Make shipboard waste stream management records (e.g. OWS and ORB records) public online for each 

ship so that any inspector can review records for any ship at any time and assist crews with correcting 

potential problems before they occur 

41 61 122 88 40 0.73 

Develop technology that automatically broadcasts OWS operation the way AIS functions today 43 57 101 93 58 0.69 

Require that OWS maintenance/certification is shore-based only 36 82 110 82 42 0.68 

Require that waste stream management system operational maintenance is shore-based only 

(operation remains ship-based, but when it malfunctions, operation stops and a notification is provided) 
32 77 122 73 48 0.67 

Institute a regulatory requirement for full-time environmental officers aboard all commercial vessels (to 

deal with proper recording and execution of the ship's environmental equipment and requirements) 
53 67 104 91 37 0.66 

Require shoreside disposal only (eliminate OWS technology from ships) 61 72 87 98 34 0.63 

Reduce the number of OWS manufacturers to about the same number of large engine manufacturers 45 69 96 82 60 0.61 





Do you have any additional comments (e.g. problems you have experienced with 

MARPOL Annex I waste stream management, or other relevant experiences)? 

More time before issued anywhere MEPC regulation 

General lack of understanding of OWS/OCM/Pollution issues by the sea staff is the common cause.of violation 

of MARPOL 

Reduce to shore facility prices 

For short voyages or if the vessel trades at special areas, IOPP tanks is not enough for next voyage. when 

generally asked for desludging, port officials reply no facilities. when it is arranged by agent it costs the 

owner/manager  with huge price which is not considered in opex budget. 

Most ports and harbours should be encourage the responsible management of waste, including waste 

reception , waste minimisation and recycling . 

If we want to preserve the environment means no more wasting of energy. We must recycle everything instead 

of thinking how much profit we will gain from this business… 

More shore facilities will encourge the crew members . 

Mixing air Cooler cleaning chemical to bilge water in bilge holding tk. Colour of sample is blurred and 

impossible to discharge. Also after New buildings delivery , shipyard wastes from and in every tank should be 

cleaneD toavoid any future discharge problem öf ows.  Specific Cleaning agents must be used commonly For 

tk Cleaning 

No price for shore facilities 

low IOPP tanks capacity 

Ows is not enough effective at rough weather when oily bilge water agitate in bilge tank.  If possible sludge 

transfer and incineration system should be more automated.evoporation capacity of sludge tanks should be 

increased 

Normally, the problem is more regarding managing leakages into the bilges rather than the OWS or the 

incinerator. 



Do you have any additional comments (e.g. problems you have experienced with 

MARPOL Annex I waste stream management, or other relevant experiences)? 

ORB to be in electronic version 

We will be able to dıscharge our residue every port facility. 

Too much reading, not decisive and clear-cut enough and doesn't get straight to the point like most IMO issued 

regulations and documentation. 

Environmental training and awareness of each crewmember on board should be a high priority before joining a 

ship. 

Most ship visits I have conducted to solve problems involve a lack of operator maintenance. Inoperable 

equipment or the wrong type of equipment for the vessel's operating condition. One size or type of equipment 

does not solve waste stream problems. Evaluate vessels from a whole vessel and crew perspective to solve 

discharge problems. 

Ensure relevant operators are correctly trained. i.e police engineers certification (Licenses). Then when 

competent people are in place, there will be no future issues. 

Capacities to be increased. 

Improve of shore facility of discharge sludge 

Owner like to minimise them payment so they look for easy legal way instead for environmental way 

Ship over 20 years must be scrapped as retro fitted equipment usually never work to the stated capacity. 

Very high costs for shore disposal. 

Shipboard tanks extremely dirty leaving ship yard after delivery which reduces the performance of the OWS 

Lack of support from Owners/Managers when it comes to supplying proper good quality and adequate quantity 

spares to prevent leaks at source. Every port should have mandatory reception facility which should be part of 

the port dues. This should cover all vessels staying or calling at anchorage 



Do you have any additional comments (e.g. problems you have experienced with 

MARPOL Annex I waste stream management, or other relevant experiences)? 

Violations are often when the crew has no other option for illegal discharges..The greatest improvement 

could be made by cheap and widely availlable shore facilities for all forms of waste 

More responsibility for OWS maker. 

Primary Bilge tank should be on every ship.  Should be implemented (sealed) inter-connection between 

Cargo Holds Bilge wells and Primary Bilge tank. 

All ports should have reception facilities for vessels to use free of charge. 

Keep up the good work 

Problem is eliminated if all countries require waste oily to be pumped ashore prior to departure for sea at 

reasonable cost 

Always had trouble filling out Oil Record Book correctly! 

The environment is everyone's problem 

Never experience or had ant serious issue with waste stream management. 

Port State Control inspectors are abusive of their powers in some geographical areas imposing their own 

standards rather than those of IMO. 

Second stage filters (like spirolators) become clogged too fast and are expensive 

Continue to learn about MARPOL and everything else in the Marine field to keep the crew and environmental 

as safe and clean as possible. 

Crew and operations management understanding of the requirements 

Better equipment that functions reliably or simply do away with OWS systems and require shore-side 

discharge only. 



Do you have any additional comments (e.g. problems you have experienced with 

MARPOL Annex I waste stream management, or other relevant experiences)? 

Threatening criminal/civil penalties to ignorant mariners is ridiculous.  Please promote openness by training 

mariners and following through with testing to assess competency.  Less costly in the long run. 

Too much paperwork. Can not operate effectively because we are constantly to see if we have logged the 

operation correctly. 

Don't have any additional comments. 

My experience has been that many of the ratings are uneducated regarding waste stream management, and 

unfortunately a large percentage of senior ships officers don't really care, unless they are forced to pay 

attention. 

Lack of clarity between written documents and human perception. Make it simple. People understand it more 

easily. The ship's crew doesn't work for marpol. 

We understand the rules, just not the coding. 

If crew memebers understood how the OWS worked then they would not be scared to operate and 

troubleshoot such equipment 

US Coast Guard inspectors are not all able to interpret the Oil Record Book entries to determine if they are 

dishonest 

None at this time other than the hand written, time consuming method of ORB keeping where entries can be 

confusing and mistakes are common because one improper mark in the book isn't allowed. The person 

completing the ORB must take on a sense of obsessive compulsive  behavior to assure the book entries and 

handwriting are correct. There has to be a better way to track this information and make it more user friendly 

that all approved crew members can make correct entries regardless of their handwriting skills. 

Better defination of codes entires 

Better 15 ppm monitor designs. Most monitors give incorrect alarms when the sample is dirty due to mud or 

rust from pipelines 



Do you have any additional comments (e.g. problems you have experienced with 

MARPOL Annex I waste stream management, or other relevant experiences)? 

Improve shore facilities and make them available at low cost 

Onboard storage and holding capacities are too often inadequate, but the worst problem is the significant 

lack of economical shore based reception facilities for ALL types of waste. 

Most separators do not function properly on the volume of sludge needed to be processed on most vessels I 

was on. Bead type separators are the worst. The amount of time spent on troubleshooting and maintaining 

OWS's can be difficult. Spare parts are an issue with some operators 

Bacterial technology exists for oil elimination akin to sewage treatment. Shift the entire industry focus to this 

type of technology which will not need any discharging. 

None. Enforcement policies could be made more uniform between ports & countries... 

Big problem is US that USCG has not updated ORB since 2007.  This makes it difficult to fully comply with 

changes to Marpol Annex I that have been adopted. 

One problem for crew onboard seizmic vessles is for sure that they never can run ows because they do not 

get up to speed. This should be changed. Same issue is in standby vessels. This should be changed. 

IMO has a human factors requirement for implementing regulations. IMO should pay attention to that 

requirement, beginning with the design of their written regulations. Having a MARPOL book aboard a vessel 

is pointless since it is inscrutable by a typical crew member 

Any consideration of Waste Stream Management issues may need to take into account requirements under 

the other Annexes of MARPOL. 

Regarding OWS installations, often the as-fitted piping arrangements are not 100% in accordance with 

manufacturer's drawings - having approved and up to date drawings of the as fitted systems would be 

beneficial. 

Crews are not encouraged by ship owner as it is expensive 



Outcomes and areas of interest 

1. Technology 
improvements 

2. Dry bilges and shore 
reception facilities 

3. Role of training and 
education 

4. Paperwork aspect 

5. Metrics to measure 
progress 



1. Technology improvements 

• OWS effectiveness?  107(49) >>> 60(33) 

• Improve testing for type approval process.  
But only testing on one type of ship / one 
route might not work 

• Improve oil detection technology (OCMs) 

• Simplicity?  Feedback mechanisms 
– E.g. viewing windows 

• Specific recommendations? 
– OWS not like engines 



2. Dry bilges 

• “Go the Annex V garbage way” 

• Shore reception facilities problems 
– Number of facilities, cost, time component, quality of 

facilities 

– Developing relationship between ships and shore 
facilities (feedback loop) 

• Why and how of “dry” bilges 
– Difficulties on older vessels 

– Stay ahead with maintenance!  And get Owners to 
buy in 

• Rewards for installing effective technology and doing regular 
maintenance 

 



3. Role of training 
• Training vs education 

• How do you improve it? 
– “Culture of compliance” or more?  Environmentally friendly 

– Targeted environmental training: on board leadership 
• “It’s only as effective as the on board management” 

• Cruise ship environmental officers – success or failure? 

– OWS specific training for E/R crews 

– IMO provided crew training video 

– Operational training 

• Maintain your culture.  Train incoming crew members?  
E.g. KGJS program 

• Human factors 
– If you feel comfortable with it, you’ll use it 



4. Paperwork aspect 
• Electronic record keeping approach 

– Must be approved by all parties and streamlined! 

– Match ORB format? 

– Get rid of redundant spreadsheet techniques 

• Could reduce effort of circulating updates to ORB format 

• Link redundant systems – e.g. link OWS with GPS for position 
recording 

• Automated reading systems to monitor (and record?) tank 
levels, temps, pump start/stop, valve opening/closing. 
– Accuracy of automated systems?  Increase redundancy? 

• Units, degree of accuracy required 

• Human factors: reduce crew paperwork burden allows more 
time to run dry bilges (stay ahead with maintenance) 



5. Metrics to measure progress 

• Need effective proxy variables 
– OWS pleas are a function of enforcement effort 

• Another argument for electronic record keeping 
approach 
– Transparency 

• House in online database 
– Public database? 

 



MAX1 Lessons Learned 

• Stakeholder engagement 

• MAX1 Forum 

• Forced vs voluntary 
participation 
– What this tells us about 

getting shipowners to “lean 
in” to the problem 

• Fear of legal repercussions – 
lack of trust! 

 



Thank you!  Questions? 

“With the right type of mentality, no rules are 
required.  With the wrong type of mentality, 
no rules are enough.” 

       - Anonymous 

 


